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A book created to greatly help understand what goes on during hair companies in a salon. True
tales of victims of inexperienced Hairdressers with a bit of humor and a chapter on Inner beauty
that begins within on how best to change the way one thinks and functions for the kind of beauty
that lasts. Nine chapters covering all areas of the consultaion, hair slicing, hair coloring, chemical
process and product understanding with graphics and terminology.
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Get the locks outta here! Frazzle to Dazzle ... Early in the book, she recalls a scene where she
danced with Davy Jones of The Monkees! Extremely interesting read! I often have problems
articulating what I want, and simply end up getting the same cut again and again. Her descriptions
of particular examples, her degree of expertise coupled with the everyday struggles clients deal with
any time they sit down in "the chair" for a service, is eye opening. This easily read book is not only
informative and entertaining but well-written. I loved the advice not merely for locks but also
encircling .. The science behind coloring an smoothing, in addition to many other mysteries for the
layman are exposed. . . pick this one up, I promise you will be recommending it to your friends! :) A
Fun Read! Tricia Greenwood thoroughly entertains and educates everyone in this lovely publication
on the topic of hair. but it offers a really great vocabulary to build on for when you go to .. . So, the
book is interesting in its way. Under no circumstances thought a book about hairdressing could be
interesting, nonetheless it offers an extremely great vocabulary to build on for when you go to the
hairdresser. I am also a locks stylist and the insightful position the author poses is truly amazing. It's
also beneficial to understand the chemical substance processes of colouring locks, so you know
very well what a hairdresser's restrictions are when it comes to keeping your hair healthy and
looking great. Although each chapter held me entertained, the best was the last chapter as it
provides best advice and is applicable to folks of all ages, regardless of how you look. Not merely
does the author present the material within an interesting and amusing manner, you can nearly
imagine her seated across from you just like you are in the same room. I loved the advice not
merely for locks but also surrounding life. Greenwood provides crafted a step-by-step guidebook to
getting what you want from your hair and your hairdresser, and carrying it out with self-self-
confidence and panache. A bonus may be the last chapter. It deals with finding inner beauty and
therefore, a happier you. Philosophies like this are worth their fat in gold. Buy this book, and not
simply for you, but for all the ladies in your life. They'll thank you for it.Heather Haven, Award-
Winning Author If You Love Your Hair, Read This Book Tricia Greenwood skillfully blended much of
her life story and how she had become a hairdresser, along with knowledge and assistance on hair
slicing, coloring, and treatment. where do I start. It's about time.This book really helps you to
understand your hair, how it responds to certain elements and chemicals, and how you should care
for it. So whether you are a professional hair stylist, or in case you have locks . It's essential read if
you care about looking after your locks and want to make sure you pick a great hairdresser. I
linked to her ideas, her encounters and funny anecdotes! It made me laugh aloud.. Ms.. . Tricia did
an incredible job to consistently remind the reader that while she explains how great haircuts can
make you feel well informed, true self-confidence and beauty comes from within. Frazzle to Dazzle
is among the best how-to beauty books I've come across. Tricia Greenwood makes this an
excellent and entertaining read, even thought you might not be method into hair styling, you might
feel identified with many stories from the book. I am super pleased with Tricia's work I am super
pleased with Tricia's work! ? Finally - a reserve that fills a distinctive, but obvious void. I first came to
see Tricia extremely unhappy with my hair's condition and color, done elsewhere. In just a short
while, Tricia has significantly improved the fitness of my locks and provided me a more natural hair
color, just what I was longing for! I am similarly pleased with my haircut, as well as make up. What's
more, the customer services is great. Tricia is quite pleasant and personable, and her prices are
quite reasonable. Many thanks, Tricia, for your fantastic talents and amazing transformations !!! I've
long, normally curly, treated blond hair. Just one of the number of personal and interesting notes
she inserts in to the story. The complete book is rich with both useful information and entertainment
sparks, but the LAST chapter entitled, "Inner Beauty" may be the most enlightening reminder of
what truly activates that fundamental Law of Attraction - A Landmark Gem in the wonderful world



of posted offerings. Let's start with this is one of the most interesting and humorous literary works of
art I have got the privilege to learn in a while. Tricia was my hairdresser for quite some time when
We lived in California, and We was always happy with the results of her creativity. Overall it is an
excellent read and I extremely suggest! PLUS, the comprehensive yet simple explanation will
definitely make you have a good choice when it comes to cutting, colouring and such! Loved it and
so will you! Frazzle to Dazzle was hilarious and relatable. All the stories were not only funny, but
most likely quite typical experiences by a great deal of people who visit the salons to get their locks
done. Tricia Greenwood certainly has a way with terms that will perhaps you have falling off your
seat! You'll be recommending this one! Good humored book on the subject of author's rich
experience Good humored book about author's rich experience, expertise, and philosophy as well
as lots of info on hair, hair care, hair cut and style! “Frazzle to Dazzle” is the North Star on your
own journey to great locks. The author finds an ideal way to let any reader know very well what
this experience is similar to. Her experience and skill, of over three years, is now captured in this
awesome book. The info that Tricia provides will take the guess workout of understanding your
individual look, and how exactly to select a great Hair Designer.
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